1. Oostende, De Haan and the coast

Let’s start our trip at the coast. The Belgian coastline is hardly 65 kilometer long but going to the
seaside has always been a popular day’s outing. So beware: in summer there might be traffic jams
towards the coast, especially on sunny weekend days. And in the evening you get the traffic jam back
inland. So unless you’re really keen on getting a sun tan (in which case you’d be better off in Spain
than in Belgium) you might consider visiting the coast on a rainy day or even in winter. I like the
melancholy of the closed shops, the grey skies, and the sad-looking people in the bars and
restaurants.
I suggest you start the tour of the coast in Oostende. Oostende is one of the oldest cities on the
Belgian coast. Leopold II, the second king of Belgium, liked it a lot and gave it some royal grandeur so
that Oostende was nicknamed “the queen of the bath cities”. Unfortunately, nowadays these stylish
places are enclosed by ugly apartment blocks for tourists – mostly Belgians. Sadly, most other coast
towns (like Blankenberge and Zeebrugge) only have the apartment blocks.
Every suggested place to go mentioned in this article is easily reached by public transportation. If you
decide to come by car you should follow the indications “randparking” if you want to visit Oostende.
You can park for free and either walk to the centre in about 10-15 minutes, take a bus or even use a
bike for free in summer! In the city parking spaces are scarce and you will have to pay, even on
Sunday. A parking fine sets you back about €25. Even the randparking might be crowded on a sunny
day. I’d recommend going by train, especially in summer. The railway station is located in the centre
and the tram drives alongside the coastline regularly. In winter, services are less frequent.
In De Haan, parking is free but in some streets you have to display your parking disc. Again, on
summer’s days, it can be quite crowded so for once public transportation is recommended – if you’re
already in Raversijde or Oostende it’s often easier to take the coast tram to De Haan (or any coast
city for that matter) than to try and find a parking space. Outside tourist season, you’ll often find lots
of parking in De Haan.
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A city walk in Oostende
Here’s a suggestion for a (short) city walk: (to
come)***
This walk starts at the train station. If you
came by car, you should park at the
randparking as explained above. Directions for
the train station should be pretty clear, and if
not you can ask any passer-by. First, admire
the station (although it’s prettier from the

outside than from within). With your back to
the station, take a right and cross the bridge
over the water that links the yacht harbour to
the sea. On the other side of the bridge, take a
right again and soon you will see an attractive
square on your left-hand side.
***
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Near Oostende: a part of the Atlantikwall, the unimaginative rich, and a Belle Epoque city

The view from an observation point of the Atlanktikwall

The Provincial Domain of Raversijde is
situated near Oostende. It’s definitely a mustsee, even if you’re not a military enthusiast.
It’s easily accessible by car or by coast tram.
The domain is open for visitors from April to
November, but you should check the official
website for the exact dates and opening
hours. Outside tourist season it’s open in the
afternoon only (on weekdays), so if you’re
there on a weekday you should visit Oostende
or De Haan first and then go to Raversijde.
Raversijde used to be the royal estate of King
Leopold II. Today the remains make up an
archaeological site consisting of three main
parts.
First and foremost, you will find an intact part
of the German Atlantikwall, the defence
against the English. Although it’s a museum,
you sometimes get the feeling you’re a real
soldier surveying the sea for allied ships. The
reason this place is so well-kept is that it
belonged to Prince Charles, who ruled Belgium
after King Leopold III had abandoned the
country during the war. The prince opposed
tearing down the German defences on his
domain.
The second part of the museum is dedicated
to Prince Karel (or Charles in French) and
houses some information on the Belgian
royals during the war. The prince had a rather
unusual personality and the cottage where he
spent his last years is truly a strange sight. It is
a special thing, even if you’re not at the least

interested in anything that’s got to do with
royalty.
Finally three rebuilt medieval houses can be
visited. Actually, since they’re the closest to
the entry, you’ll probably visit these first. A
video presentation tells you all about the
village that used to be there and how it was
destroyed. The houses were rebuilt with
materials excavated on the site, and they give
you some insight into medieval living.
No matter where your personal interests lie –
war, history or royals – you’ll spend the whole
afternoon here. In order to find coastal
defences this size elsewhere you’d probably
have to go to Normandy.
The Provincial Domain of Raversijde is an open
air museum so don’t forget to take an
umbrella or raincoat with you in case it starts
raining. Nevertheless, I like the place even
more when it rains. It’s not too crowded and
the rain dripping from the bunkers and
machine guns creates the perfect atmosphere.
After this visit you can head (back) to
Oostende if you like. You could make a stop in
the town of Mariakerke, between Oostende
and Raversijde. There’s nothing more to see
than a very attractive church with an old
cemetery and the grave of the Flemish painter
James Ensor (see the city walk in Oostende).
Still, it’s worth a stop for ten minutes or so.
If you have some time left, there are two
other more or less interesting coast villages.
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The first one (the less interesting) is Knokke.
This is the place where (very) rich people have
their seaside apartments. Housing prices are
amongst the highest in Belgium.
Most restaurants are nothing special but
they’re expensive, and so are the bars. There
are some restaurants with a Michelin star.
Here are some of the most expensive
apartments in Belgium. I think that’s rather
funny, because the town itself has little to
offer (except maybe Porsche, Maybach and
other expensive garages on the access road). I
always find it strange that people with millions
of euros to spend don’t have any more
imagination than to move to that silly Knokke
and watch an uninteresting bit of beach. Don’t
think it’s anything like Monaco either – most
restaurants, terraces and apartments are as
boring, ugly and uninspired as in the other
beach cities. As for the stately villas outside
the city centre: if you’ve seen one, you’ve
seen them all. Again, the Flemish aren’t a very
inspired people – I often think most people
resort to a “I want something just like that but
bigger” point of view instead of some real
original thinking. Of course, maybe the fact
that the communal tax (a sort of income tax)
is 0% whereas the Belgian average is around
7-8%. On the other hand, if you really have
money, do these extra few percents count?
Het Zwin is a nature
preserve in Knokke,
providing safe shelter
for a huge population
of storks. If you want
to visit the preserve,
it’ll take about two or
three hours. You’ll
need binoculars to
really see any of the
birds – except for the
caged ones and the
storks. If you only
want to see storks,
just park in the
parking lot (it’s free).
Stork in Het Zwin
You’re bound to see
quite a lot of them and it won’t cost you a
dime. Personally, I wouldn’t spend much time
in Het Zwin. I don’t really like the fact that
they keep caged birds, and unless you’re a real

ornithologist you won’t find the nature
preserve itself very interesting either.
There was a butterfly garden in Knokke but
apparently it closed in 2010. Anyway, I am
suggesting another one in the Wonderful
Wallonia chapter.

Sunset in De Haan

The second village is much more interesting.
De Haan (formerly Den Haan, or Coq-sur-Mer
in French, meaning rooster (or Cock, if you’re
English)-on-the-Sea) is surprisingly woody and
it consists of many houses dating from the
Belle Epoque period. There are few skyscraper
apartments on the coast line and the tram
station is postcard material. Einstein spent a
couple of years there and commemorative
plaques (sometimes with photographs) are to
be found here and there. De Haan is generally
quieter than Oostende and nicer to look at as
a whole.
As with most of the Belgian coast towns and
cities, tourism started a little after the Belgian
independence – the 1830s – with the
beginning of train transport for the masses.
One of the first train lines was OostendeMechelen (1836) and later more train and
tram lines were provided. By the early 1900s
there was already a double track steam tram
line connecting almost the entire coast line.
Most of the coast towns were mere
fisherman’s villages. By the end of the 19th
century however, tourism became a source of
income, and clever businessmen saw a way of
making money.
That’s how it came to be that a part of the
uninhabited grounds between the tram rails
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and the coast of De Haan were given in
concession by the government to three
enterprising gentlemen. The concession
changed hands a couple of times, and under
the direct influence of king Leopold II a
German architect was hired to shape the
village. He was influenced by English parks,
Normandy style houses and the regional style.
Building prescriptions were rather strict and
stayed so for a long time – although since the
1920s more supple prescriptions were
applied.
Einstein stayed in De Haan in 1933. In March,
he arrived in Antwerp when he came home

from the US. His friends convinced him not to
return to Germany, where Hitler had come
into power. Some high-placed friends in
Belgium arranged for him to stay in De Haan
with his second wife and family. Here, Einstein
resumed scientific work until he left for
England in September and finally for America
in October 1933.
Since the 1980s, most of De Haan between
the tram line and the coast has been
protected to some degree. That’s why De
Haan remains one of the most beautiful and
stylish coast towns.

A walk through De Haan
In the immediate surroundings
of the station you can already
see the defining architectural
elements
of
De
Haan:
accentuated horizontal building
elements,
Normandy-style
(mock) half-timbering, and
some Art Nouveau influences.

This walk will take about an hour. It starts
from the tram station which is also the tourist
office. Try to park nearby – that should be no
problem in winter but in summer it’s often
easier to take the coast tram. In the tourist
office you can browse through the free
leaflets and for a mere 2,5€ you can buy a
beautifully illustrated guide about the
architectural heritage of De Haan and
Einstein’s stay in the town.
The art nouveau tram station replaced a wood
and zinc shed-like affair in 1902. By 1977,
demolition was imminent. In reaction, the
town bought the station for one symbolic
frank. It was restored in 2002.

From the tourist office, cross the
tram tracks and immediately go
right between the tracks and
the Beaufort tea room. Continue
along the Rembrandtlaan and
admire the villas – especially
numbers 10 to 19. Take the
second street on the left, the
Rafaellaan, just past the house that’s called
“Sauvegarde”. At a triangular square with an
electicity cabin go straight ahead. The street
name changes to Schillerlaan. At the next
intersection, go right (Normandiëlaan). This
street leads you to a square with a statue of
Einstein on a bench. The biggest building on
the square used to be a first class restaurant
(Coeur Volant), where Einstein met with –
among others – Flemish painter James Ensor,
and French minister de Monzie.
Turn back to the Normandiëlaan and follow it
to the little park. Go left and around the park.
The big white building called “Dunepanne”
was one of the first hotels of De Haan.
Leopold II stayed here in 1901. It was
converted to a hospital in the 1920s and now
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it’s a resting home for people recovering from
illnesses.
Continue around the park until you come at
the intersection with the Leopoldlaan, where
the town hall is. This building from 1899 was
originally a luxury hotel. It served as a vacation
home for children in the 1950s, and from the
1980s on it was converted to city hall.
Walk past the city hall and follow the
Leopoldlaan. At the next intersection go right
(Holbeinlaan) and then left (MariaHendrikalaan). The beautiful building at the
intersection was a royal villa. It was converted
to a luxury hotel in 1901 and later on it
became a vacation home for children. Since
the 1980s it’s a hotel again. If the Horta tavern
around the side is open, go in and enjoy the
art nouveau styling.
Follow the Maria-Hendrikalaan and cross the
main Koninklijke Baan, preferably on the
pedestrian crossing a little to your left.
Meanwhile, look to the far right and notice
the ugly apartment building wrapped around a
traditional house. This, to me, embodies the
Flemish sense of aesthetics where money is
involved.
After crossing the Koninklijke Baan you’ve
arrived at the Leopold square with shops in a
half round. This dates from the 1950s.
Now, go to the seawall or the beach –
whichever you like best – and walk left.
Continue until the end of the dyke, where you
see two beautiful villas overlooking the beach.
Turn around – if you’ve come over the beach
go to the seawall – and take the first street on
the right, just past the Beach Hotel Auberge
des Rois. Follow it, cross the Koninklijke Baan.
At the roundabout a bit further, go straight
ahead into the Shakespearelaan. Here, at
number 5, Einstein resided for that couple of
months in 1933.
Go right, into the Jean d’Ardennelaan. A bit
further, on your right, is the Joli Bois villa. It’s
now owned by the city of St-LambrechtsWoluwe, near Brussels. It’s used by their
schools for sea trips with the children, and in
summer the residents of Woluwe can book a
holiday here.
A bit further, go left. The Van Maerlantlaan
brings you to the “royal square”, the Koninklijk
Plein. First, go left a couple of meters until you
see the Astoria hotel on your right hand side.

This is probably the only art deco building in
De Haan. It was built in 1930 and it’s now
owned by an independent health insurance
company. On a side note, health insurance is
obligatory but free in Belgium. The obligatory
health insurance is given by a “mutualiteit” or
“ziekenfonds”. The basic, free health
insurance only covers major costs – there are
affordable insurances to complete the
package. You may freely choose your
“mutualiteit”, as long as it’s recognised by the
government. There are Christian, socialist,
liberal,
independent
and
neutral
“mutualiteiten”. Of course, insurance
companies also offer facultative extended
insurances.
Now, go back to the Koninklijk Plein and walk
to the centre of the square. The kiosks were at
the entrance of the casino that was

The Astoria Hotel

demolished around 1929, less than 30 years
after its construction.
The pale yellow building with is the Belle Vue
hotel, designed in 1910. Einstein often had his
coffee here.
This concludes our tour. You will have no
difficulty in finding your way back to the tram
station.
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